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ABSTRACT
A common, but largely untested, assumption in artificial intelli-
gence (AI) and speech systems is that results from experiments
using only the English language as the communication medium
will hold true across any other language or cultural context. We
argue here, based on emerging recent scientific evidence, that such
an assumption appears to be invalid. In fact, there appear to be stark
differences across languages and cultures when experiments are
conducted using the same artificial speech system setup to be able
to communicate in more than one language. Moreover, using those
AI systems with bilingual human speakers shows that their behav-
ior, social cues, and communication patterns change when language
"code-switching" occurs within the same experiment session. To
illustrate our point further, in the second half of the paper we give
the specific example of ChatGPT (as the backbone speech content
for artificial speech systems) being used for older adults with de-
mentia and Alzheimer’s, who often have altered speech patterns
(e.g. slurred pronunciation). There are emerging reports from such
research of severe limitations of ChatGPT in such contexts, which
highlights the dangers of assuming findings from a narrow range of
linguistic and/or cultural contexts can fully capture some universal
truths about human communication with artificial agents. Finally,
we point out that the reluctance of scientific journals and confer-
ences to publish negative results means many of those emerging
reports are only being reported anecdotally, which is problematic
for the field of conversational user interfaces (CUI).
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• Computing methodologies → Natural language processing;
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
A common, but largely untested, assumption in artificial intelligence
(AI) and artificial speech systems is that results from experiments
using only the English language as the communication mediumwill
hold true across any other language or cultural context. Such an
assumption is rooted in the notion that, though differences across
languages and cultures certainly exist, underneath those differences
lies some universal pattern that serves as a substratum upon which
linguistic/cultural variation manifests. As such, many studies across
a range of fields from AI to linguistics to cognitive science are con-
ducted in the English language, without comparing other languages.
The results of such studies are then typically published without
that single-language caveat, arguing that those findings represent
some universal truth.

However, there is emerging scientific evidence that such
an assumption of "English Language findings = universal
truth" appears to be invalid (our primary provocation point). We
provide evidence toward that point in Section 2 below. In short,
there appear to be idiosyncrasies about the English language which
are not representative of all languages [13]. Moreover, there ap-
pear to be stark differences across languages and cultures when
experiments are conducted using the same artificial speech system
setup to be able to communicate in more than one language. Those
differences also manifest during artificial agent interactions with
bilingual human speakers when code-switching occurs within the
same experimental session, altering the communication styles and
social cues significantly despite the language spoken being the only
change. In other words, the way humans interact verbally with
artificial agents appears to vary depending on the language being
spoken at the time.

Interestingly, there are emerging anectodal reports of the use
of large language models (LLMs) like ChatGPT in artificial speech
systems that interact with older adults who have dementia and
Alzheimer’s, where similar problems are occurring (see Section 3).
Such older adults often exhibit "changed speech" patterns, which
alter their pronunciation, turn-taking, and other speech behaviors
[11]. A fundamental problem is that many of those reports are only
being reported anecdotally, due to reluctance of scientific journals
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and conferences to publish negative results, which is leading to a
biased pool of research in the scientific literature on the use of
such LLMs for artificial speech systems. Such bias is not simply a
problem of bad knowledge, but can also serve to mislead the design
of future research studies resulting in a "compounding effect".

That issue will ultimately lead to delays in the development
of conversational user interfaces (CUIs) and speech systems for
artificial agents/robots in the future. As such, we argue here that
this is a fundamental problem for the CUI community to address at
this point in time. The paper is structured as follows: first we lay
out the evidence for our main provocation point in Section 2, then
illustrate our point further in Section 3 via a specific example of
using LLMs like ChatGPT for artificial speech systems that interact
with older adults who have dementia and Alzheimer’s.

2 PROVOCATION POINT EVIDENCE
As stated in Section 1, our primary provocation point is that emerg-
ing scientific evidence suggests that studies of speech systems for
artificial agents using English-only as the language medium do not
represent a "universal truth", and that in fact when other languages
are used the results of research studies can be significantly different.

To that point, Blasi et al. (2022) has shown that there are num-
ber of notable idiosyncrasies in the English language that are not
common in many other languages [13]. They have demonstrated
that those idiosyncrasies impact not only speech patterns but also
underlying cognitive processes in humans. In other words, the id-
iosyncrasies in English (or any language for that matter) affect not
only how we speak but also how we think. Critically, the afore-
mentioned work of Blasi et al. has shown that those idiosyncrasies
have seriously affected the existing body of knowledge in cognitive
science potentially leading to a number of misconceptions in that
field, due to over-reliance on English-only studies. Indeed, some
researchers have even dubbed English an "outlier" amongst world
languages due to its unusual orthography and atypical grammatical
structure, both of which have been linked to neural processing of
language [14]. A recently released pre-print from Atari et al. (2023)
used a battery of standardized psychological measure tests to show
that LLMs respond to such tests in ways that most resemble people
from Western countries where English is the dominant language,
rather than as some generic human exemplar [5].

Elsewhere, Bennett et al. (2023a) conducted recent studies di-
rectly comparing English and Korean speakers interacting with
a bilingual virtual avatar (Korean/English) in a cooperative video
game environment. Their results showed significant differences
in the speech patterns of the humans depending on the language
spoken, including effects on the frequency of speech, turn-taking,
and sentiment [9]. Interestingly, they found that those differences
also affected the way the artificial agent spoke, even though its
speech system programming was exactly the same in both scenarios
other than the language spoken. In a follow-up study, Bennett et al.
(2023b) ran the same experiment with bilingual participants (Ko-
rean/English) which involved the artificial agent "code-switching"
(i.e. changing languages) during the experiment session with each
participant, finding that bilingual speakers (while interacting with
an artificial agent) were significantly different in their speech pat-
terns in both languages in comparison to their mono-lingual peers,

even those from their native language [10]. That is problematic for
research on CUI and artificial speech systems using only English,
given that although an estimated 1 out of 5 people in the world
speak English with some level of proficiency, the vast majority of
those ( 75%) are non-native bilingual speakers [16]. That raises the
question of who exactly is being studied in such research.

Other studies have directly compared other languages during
interactions between artificial agents and humans and found no-
table differences, including English vs. Arabic [4] and Japanese vs.
Serbian [26]. A general review of cross-cultural differences during
human-robot interaction (HRI) is given in [23]. Surprisingly, it is
not only the production of verbal speech itself that is affected by
linguistic and/or cultural differences, but also how the human brain
processes things like music [24] and color perception [6].

More broadly, there is a wealth of research from the field of
bilingualism on speech pattern differenceswithin a single individual,
depending on which language they are speaking at the time [7].
That research has shown how bilingual speakers shift cognitive
processes during code-switching, as well as how their L2 language
(i.e. non-native second language) affects speech patterns in their L1
language (i.e. native language) but not vice versa. In other words, the
effects of bilingualism illustrate the complexities of how language
influences both thought and human behavior in often surprising
ways. For our purposes here though, they underscore the problems
of primarily using one language for all research into artificial speech
systems, CUIs, LLMs, etc.To do so assumes that there is a simple
one-to-one mapping of speech onto the underlying cognitive
processes in humans that produce such speech, and that is
clearly not the case.

We would be remiss not to mention the non-verbal social cues
that occur during speech interactions, which have also been shown
to be language-specific. In fact, many current robots and other ar-
tificial agents incorporate language-specific social cues (typically
English) that have been noted to significantly impact human inter-
action with the robot [29], while at the same time limiting their
utility with second language learners (e.g. non-native English speak-
ers) [15, 22]. Elsewhere, Skantze (2021) has looked specifically at
how turn-taking cues can affect interactions between humans and
conversational agents, with such cues differing significantly across
language and culture [27]. Interestingly, other research has also
shown that the exact same social cue in one culture may be inter-
preted differently in another culture, and that the expression of
such cues is often involved in the covert signaling of one’s social
status [11]. In short, it appears that similar complexity exists across
languages on the non-verbal side as well as verbal side.

A summary of the evidence presented in this section is provided
in Table 1, along with relevant cited papers, though we note that
this article was not intended as a full meta-review so additional
examples may exist.

3 EXAMPLE - LLM’S FOR DEMENTIA SPEECH
SYSTEMS

To illustrate the point of Section 2 further, it is useful to look at
a specific example of how different styles of communication can
impact speech interactions between humans and artificial agents.
To do so, we can take the example of using LLMs like ChatGPT
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Table 1: Evidence Summary

Category Description Example Papers

Cross-Language -
Different Populations

Research using artificial agents speaking in multiple
languages with populations of human native speakers
of those languages

9,4,26

Cross-Language -
Bilingual Speakers

Research using artificial agents speaking in multiple
languages with the same human bilingual speaker

10,24,6,7

Cognitive Science
Research

Studies from Cognitive Science on the idiosyncracies of
the English language compared to other languages

13,14,5

Non-Verbal Social Cues Research on how non-verbal social cues vary across
languages, e.g. turn-taking signals

29,15,22,27,11

for artificial speech systems that interact with older adults who
have dementia and Alzheimer’s. Such older adults often exhibit
"changed speech" patterns - such as slurred pronunciation, altered
grammatical structures, prosody changes, pragmatic impairments
(e.g. staying on topic), and disrupted turn-taking (e.g. elongated in-
terpausal units [IPUs]), among others - that get progressively worse
as their health condition progresses. Those changes are thought
to be due to nerve cell failure, and result in significant communi-
cation difficulties that are almost as if speaking another language
[8, 18]. Some researchers have even reported that changed speech
characteristics can be used to clearly differentiate between demen-
tia sub-types, such as Alzheimer’s and Lewy-body dementia [31].
Critically to our point in Section 2, it has been reported that those
speech dysfunctions in dementia may vary depending on the
patient’s spoken language and that English speakers offer a
sub-optimal benchmark for other language groups [17].

Over the past decade, a number of researchers (including our-
selves) have begun exploring development of speech systems for
conversational artificial agents specifically to interact with indi-
viduals living with dementia and Alzheimer’s, due to those speech
changes. In the last few years, researchers have begun to use LLMs
like ChatGPT in such efforts, attempting to utilize their transformer-
based approach to create more flexible speech interactions. How-
ever, a slew of recent reports in the past 12 months have highlighted
numerous problems with such LLM transformer-based dementia
speech systems, such as keeping the artificial agent on-topic, appro-
priate turn-taking (not interrupting speech), integration of multiple
modalities (e.g. non-verbal cues), etc. For instance, Irfan et al (2023)
conducted a human user study with dementia participants in Swe-
den interacting with such a speech system deployed on a robot,
finding that the robot frequently interrupted the users, responded
slowly and repetitively, and engaged in meandering superficial
conversations [21]. Sabanovic’s research group at Indiana Univer-
sity found similar "quirkiness" with their I.R.I.S. system for the QT
robot [19], which they have attempted to overcome with an inten-
sive co-design process [20]. However, as of writing of this paper,
those problems remain unresolved (S. Sabanovic, personal com-
munication, April 5, 2024). Another recent preprint from Xygkou

(2024) reported similar problems involving "superficial" conversa-
tions with an LLM-based chatbot that meandered from one topic to
another without consistency, leading to shallow interactions that
dementia patients found confusing [30]. Elsewhere, Addlesee et al.
(2024) have reported multiple recent attempts to specially engineer
solutions for conversational agents to address the challenges due
to changed speech patterns (e.g. turn-taking), with partial success
[1, 2]. However, the need to specially engineer solutions to design
LLM-based conversational agents for dementia flies in the face of
the general hype around LLM tools such as ChatGPT in healthcare
and beyond [3]. Part of that hype was that manually creating things
like dialogue state trackers and other components would no longer
be necessary, that rather the LLM would just figure it all out itself
using its "transformer magic", based on emergent statistical prop-
erties of the language. It could be argued that, if we still need all
those other components, then LLMs essentially are just a new way
to produce speech content, rather than an actual "speech system"
in and of itself.

We stress here that many of those above reports are com-
ing via pre-prints or as anecdotal comments at the end of
larger papers, partially due to the reluctance of journals and
high-impact conferences in regards to publishing negative
results. That is extremely problematic, as it means those findings
are not well-publicized and hard to get a full picture of. In fact, we
discovered the same problems with LLMs as the above reports in
our own research on conversational agents in 2023, and halted our
study in order to revise our system, rather than attempt to publish
the negative results.

Linking all of this back to Section 2, we note that the vast ma-
jority of the research being done in this domain (dementia speech
systems) is being done in the English language, which is problem-
atic for a number of reasons [17]. Indeed, it is well-established that
one’s native language directly affects how speech is encoded in
the brain, e.g. English speakers are extremely sensitive to pitch
changes but relatively insensitive to melodic/rhythm changes in
speech whereas other language speakers are the exact opposite [13].
The idiosyncrasies of the English language thus may contribute to
how speech dysfunction plays out in people living with dementia
and Alzheimer’s as their health condition progresses. For instance, a
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recent paper by Mazzeo et al. (2024) found that Italian speakers and
English speakers with dementia manifest speech dysfunctions quite
differently, positing those differences were directly tied to their na-
tive language [25]. A comprehensive review of further examples is
given by Garcia et al. (2023), and we refer interested readers there
[17]. We also note that similar reports of differences in semantic
understanding loss are also being reported in other neurological
disorders, such as Parkinson’s Disease, leading to calls for studies
of non-English populations in those disorders [28].

4 DISCUSSION
In summary, in this paper we address the common, but largely
untested, assumption that experimental evidence based on English-
only artificial speech systems represent some "universal truth"
about how humans interact with such artificial agents. We present
a slew of evidence from cross-language research on the topic sug-
gesting that that assumption appears to be invalid. In short, there
appear to be idiosyncrasies about the English language which are
not representative of all languages [11 ]. That evidence includes
experiments using artificial agents in multiple languages with the
same human bilingual speaker, as well as studies across populations
of human speakers of different languages. There is additional evi-
dence coming from the field of cognitive science related to idiosyn-
crasies of the English language, along with research on differences
in non-verbal social cues. Beyond that, we present evidence us-
ing the example of LLM-based artificial speech systems for people
living with dementia, with various emerging reports of problems
occurring from several different research groups world-wide caus-
ing those systems to fail in various ways. More concerning is the
fact that many of those reports are only occurring anecdotally or
buried at the end of larger papers, due to the reluctance journals and
high-impact conferences to publish negative results. That means it
is hard to get a good view of the full scope of the problem, and that
many within the CUI field may not yet be aware of the problem.

The evidence presented throughout this paper challenges the
notion that speech systems (including LLM-based ones) developed
using English-only data and experiments represent a form of "intel-
ligence" if, in fact, they only really represent the idiosyncrasies of
one particular form of communication rather than some underlying
universal principles. Indeed, it calls into question what we even
mean by the word "intelligence", if such systems lack adaptability
to other forms of communication. Yet we would hope this paper
serves not only as a challenge on that point to the research
community, but also an opportunity. Bilingual and/or multi-
lingual research is certainly much harder to conduct than using a
single language only, but there exists a rich area of research when
doing so that may help us further illuminate the underpinnings of
human intelligence (and subsequently AI) through the field of CUI.

Accomplishing the above may require some changes to how re-
search is conducted in the field. For instance, it may be necessary to
establish international research collaboration networks, as finding
native speakers of different languages within a single country can
often be challenging. Moreover, due to the influences of L2 language
on L1 language in bilingual speakers (see Section 2), that would
rule out bilingual speakers in many cases (e.g. fluent speakers of
English and French in Canada) unless the study was specifically

about the effects of bilingualism. For instance, currently we would
need to, say, find a bunch of native speakers of French and Japanese
in Canada, who did not speak the other language. That could be
challenging, so a much easier approach may be to simply repeat
the same experiment in different countries (e.g. having collabo-
rators in Quebec and Japan), using the exact same platform and
study design [12]. Doing so is, of course, difficult in its own way
(e.g. logistics). The other hurdle is financial, as research funding
agencies often limit themselves to a specific geographic region or
single nation, and sharing research funding across international
borders is commonly restricted in various ways by governments.
As such, we contend that it is incumbent that such international
research collaboration networks are established, and that the CUI
field lobbies their national/regional research funding agencies to
provide more funding for such research. Doing so will allow us
to develop a deeper understanding of human language and
communication particularly as it pertains to CUI and artifi-
cial speech systems, which is ultimately the goal of the CUI
field, is it not?

As a final aside, we posit an interesting, though speculative,
theory here related to the dementia speech systems discussed in
Section 3. Namely, there are some striking parallels between the
"changed speech" patterns in human individuals living with demen-
tia and the problems of LLM-based conversational agents designed
to interact with those individuals (difficulty staying on topic, turn-
taking disruptions, etc.). Indeed, an intriguing hypothesis for future
research is that the current generation of LLMs like ChatGPT es-
sentially speak like dementia patients. If so, that may allow us to
use LLM-based conversational agents as models of speech dysfunc-
tion in dementia and Alzheimer’s, and the solutions developed to
enhance the conversational fluency of such artificial agents (across
multiple languages) may even help shed light on the underlying
mechanics of how that speech dysfunction manifests in humans.
That remains another exciting area for potential future research in
the CUI field.
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